YOUNGER IN SECONDS

WHAT’S HER SECRET?

These ladies seem to be
growing younger every year!
Closer asked top pros why
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Rosanna Arquette
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Full Fringe Lifts Features

All it took for the Desperately Seeking Susan star to erase
the years: bangs. “Full bangs pull the eye up for the
illusion of a face-lift, plus expertly mask any forehead
furrows and frame the face to accentuate eyes and
cheeks,” says celebrity hairstylist Andre Walker, who has
worked with Oprah Winfrey and Halle Berry. For a cut
like Rosanna’s, ask your stylist for choppy, graduated
fringe that blends into the sides and skims the brows
(about 3 inches in length). And since bangs rest on
the forehead and can sop up any oil from skin, Walker
suggests spritzing them with dry shampoo (like Not
Your Mother’s Clean Freak Refreshing Dry Shampoo,
$6, ulta.com). It nixes oil and boosts volume at the root.
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Gold Shadow Brightens Eyes
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Barely there eye makeup added decades to the Black-ish star’s
appearance last year. “The lack of contrast left her eyes looking
small, tired and droopy,” says makeup artist Lindsey Williams,
who’s worked with Idina Menzel and Jenna Elfman. For youngerlooking eyes like Jenifer has now, Williams suggests swiping on
a gold satin hue (like Milani Bella Eyes Gel Powder Eyeshadow
in Bella Gold, $5, walgreens.com). “The slight sheen of a satiny
formula — as opposed to a shimmery one — reflects
light for a line-blurring, skin-brightening and eyeopening effect.” To really make peepers pop, grab
a small shadow brush and apply the shadow across
both lids, stopping just below the crease. Then dust
a small amount at the inner corner of each eye.
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The reason the Scandal star looked older at 55 than she
does at 59? Yellowed teeth. “A buildup of food-related stains
coupled with years of wear and tear result in dull, discolored
teeth,” says cosmetic dentist Lana Rozenberg, D.D.S., who
treats stars in her New York City office. For pearly
whites like Kate has now, Dr. Rozenberg advises
brushing twice a day with POPWHITE Whitening
Primer + Toothpaste ($24, popwhitesmile.com). The
paste’s purple tint temporarily stains teeth to cancel
out yellow while its coconut oil kills bacteria and breaks
down plaque buildup, whitening teeth by up to four
shades in two weeks. And it whitens without peroxide
— a plus for those with sensitive teeth.
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